Photobiomodulation’s genetic pathways for cellular proliferation
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Introduction
Prof Timon Liu (our science advisor) and his team investigated how photobiomodulation takes
various genetic pathways to heal and achieve homeostasis. A large part of the findings are
published in the following papers: Photobiomodulation on Stress, and Photobiomodulation‐
mediated Pathway Diagnostics. This article is a simplified presentation of the investigations.
In principle, our body systems seek to restore homeostasis or internal balance by “detecting”
dysfunction or imbalance in the systems (more accurately described as a “negative feedback”
process). Photobiomodulation ‐ the effect of light on modifying a cellular condition ‐ is a
method that facilitates this process. More than that, the study implicates that through the
expression of the genes during the photobiomodulation process, it may also enhance the health
of the cells beyond their normal level.
Many details (particularly the details on the study methodology) are left out; but these are
available on request.

Some basics on cell proliferation and the experiments
Our body is composed of cells that constantly proliferate under a complex interplay of various
genes. Even the proliferation process has to be in homeostatic condition – otherwise there
could be only partial growth or on the other hand, out‐of‐control growth such as cancer.
Healing involves cell proliferation, but this is often compromised under stress (which can be
defined as an environment that causes a dysfunction). The investigations simulated this stress
by subjecting the cells in high glucose solution.
In high glucose environment, the cells are found to have lower count than in a normal level
glucose environment (a good case to control our sugar intake). See Figure 1 below. This
suggests that under stress, the homeostatic process is only partially activated.
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Figure 1 – Cells in diffferent gluco
ose levels
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pecific homeostaasis of PC 12 cells. MS thesis, Soouth China Norm
mal University.

In about 3 days (72 hours)
h
in high glucose so
olution, it beecomes clearr that cellulaar proliferation is
ntly lower re
elative to normal glucose
e solution, a lthough cells continue tto thrive in
significan
glucose. See Figure 2 below.
Figure 2 – Glucose efffect on prolliferation

Time and co
oncentration dep
pendent effects of glucose on viiability of C2C122 myoblasts. C2C
C12 myoblasts w
were treated with
h 4.5–
90 mM gluccose for 1–6 day. The cell viabilitty was assessed by MTT assay. n = 3. The resultss are expressed as mean±SE of tthree
independen
nt experiments.
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The effecct of low inttensity light
When we
e subject the
e cells underr low‐intensiity red light,, the cells in high glucosee (RLED‐HG))
recover their
t
proliferration level in
i about 3 days. See “RLLED‐HG” verssus “HG” in Figure 3 below.
“CON” in
n the figure stands
s
for co
ontrol (or cells in norma l level glucose).

Figure 3 – RLED effectss on proliferation at 72 hours

The RLED att 640 nm and 0.0
035 mW/cm2 on
n proliferation att 72 h. ＊(P < 0.005), ＊＊(P＜0.01) against nG; ﹟(P＜0.05), ﹟﹟ (P
＜0.01) against hG; NS: No significance.

The response of stre
essed and dyysfunctionall cells
The cells in our bodyy collectivelyy proliferate under pre‐pprogrammed
d settings to restore to their
desired normal
n
functtions. These “programs”” would be ddetermined b
by our genotype. The geenes
are group
ped under categories that, when the
ey work in hharmony and
d in accordance with thee
programs, restore ho
omeostatis in the targeted conditionns. The grou
ups of genes can generally
ators, inhibittors and reggulators of pproliferation..
categorissed as activa
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The gene
es are coded
d into workin
ng protein th
hrough messsenger ribon
nucleic acids (mRNA). Fo
or the
investigaations, the re
esearch grou
up examined
d the mRNA of the activaators, mangganese
superoxide dismutasse (MnSOD) and insulin‐like growth ffactor 1 (IGFF‐1)); inhibittors, forkheaad
box O 3a (FOXO3a), B‐cell
B
lymph
homa‐2 interracting mediiator of cell d
death (BIM), and p27 geene;
and a reggulator, sirtu
uin 1 (SIRT1)). The studie
es found thatt cells that aare under strress have higgh
mRNA exxpressions fo
or inhibitors and low mR
RNA for activvators, explaaining how these stresseed
cells have
e lower proliferation.
When these stressed
d cells (under prolonged high glucosse environmeent), are illu
uminated witth
low inten
nsity red ligh
ht, they startt to restore the
t levels off mRNA to reecover the reespective co
orrect
level of genetic
g
activity for prolifferation. See
e Figure 4. TThus red ligh
ht of low inteensity over a
certain period
p
of time has the un
ncanny abilitty to restoree dysfunction
nal cell cond
dition. This iss
reflected
d as a healingg process, which
w
can be recognized in the healin
ng of wound
ds, alleviating
pain, celllular rejuven
nation, or in a more systemic sense, overcomingg numerous ailments and
diseases..

Figure 4 – RLED effeccts on proteiins at 72 hou
urs

The RLED att 640 nm and 0.0
035 mW/cm2 on
n protein mRNA. ＊(P < 0.05), ＊
＊＊(P＜0.01) aggainst nG.﹟(P＜
＜0.05), ﹟﹟ (P＜
＜0.01);
against hG; NS: No significance.
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The pote
ent proliferattion activato
or, IGF‐1 seems to thrivee in glucose aand to thrivee even furth
her
with the input of pho
otobiomodulation. The infusion of a potent control inhibito
or, LY294002
2
does not appear to have
h
significaant impact on
o reducing IGf‐1 expresssion. See Figgure 5.

Figure 5 – RLED effectss on IGF‐1 mR
RNA at 72 hou
urs

The RLED att 640 nm and 0.0
035 mW/cm2 on
n IGF‐1 mRNA ＊(P
＊ < 0.05), ＊＊
＊(P＜0.01) against nG; ﹟(P＜00.05), ﹟﹟ (P＜00.01)
against hG

Enhancem
ment of norm
mal cell functions

What maay be surprissing is that when
w
normal cells in norrmal level glu
ucose solutio
on are exposed
to low intensity red light, the pro
oliferation co
ontinues. It ggets into thee mode wheen homeostaasis
pecific to pro
oliferation is achieved (p
proliferation‐‐specific hom
mesostasis o
or “PISH”). See
that is sp
Figure 6. In the bodyy there are other regulattory componnents to limit overactivee proliferatio
on.
For exam
mple compro
omised inhib
bitor BIM needs to have mutated myyc gene present to produce
aggressive
e malignancie
es.
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Figure 6 – RLED effects on PISH in normal glucose

RLED at 640 nm and 0.035, 0.067, 0.098,
0.194, 0.330, 0.530, 0.558 and 0.885
2

mW/cm

＊(P < 0.05), ＊＊(P＜0.01) against nG

Figure 7 below is telling. The mRNA of inhibitor genes for non‐stressed cells in normal glucose
respond to photobiomodulation in a similar manner to stressed cells. Low intesity red light
limits the activity of the mRNA for inhibitor FOXO 3a, BIM and p27 genes. There were no
significant change in the expression of mRNA for the activator gene mSOD as well as SIRT 1. On
the other hand, activator IGF‐1 responded strongly to photobiomodulation.
In layman’s terms, photobiomodulation supports cellular proliferation by limiting the genetic
activities that put the brakes on it. In addition, it opens the gates for the activities and put on
the accelerator.
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Figure 7 – Effects of RLED at 640 nm and 0.035 mW/cm2 on protein mRNA

＊(P < 0.05), ＊＊(P＜0.01) against nG

Conclusion
Assuming that the findings from the investigations, carried out on cultured cells, are largely
representative of what happens inside the body, we may conclude that irradiation by low
intensity red light can restore both the originall condition of stressed cells as well as enhance
the functions of normal cells. This implies that photobiomodulation can be both a potent
healing modality of a dysfunctional condition, and an enhancer of what may already seem to be
a healthy condition. It is probably unrealistic to expect photobiomodulation to turn us all into
super humans. However, there seem to be potential to use photobiomodulation to improve any
exising health condition, which could eventually contribute to longevity.
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